Regardless of your genre or reason for writing, there are some guidelines that must be followed when crafting a story, if you want to write EPIC content.

#TWP TIP 01

Plot Development
All good stories must have a solid, vibrant, **believable** plot that includes a clear beginning, middle and end.

LEARN MORE

#TWP TIP 02

Include Strong Characterization
Use our R.AP. Sheet to inspire imagination. Make your audience sympathize/empathize with or despise/love your characters.

LEARN MORE
Show, Don't Tell
Evoke mood, emotion and relatability in your writing. Use detail, strong diction, active voice and figurative language!

LEARN MORE

Literary Devices
Level up your skill with literary elements and literary techniques. Sarcasm, dialogue, paradox, irony and so many others can help audiences see and feel your story.

LEARN MORE
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